
Accidental Data Analytics
New Charts for Ops
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It’s not that its easy, it’s powerful technology.

easy, fast, features, integration.
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Modernise DNS Charting
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It’s not monitoring. That’s seperate.

Instrumentation might be a bit generous.
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Current DNS Charting
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It’s a common format that everyone uses.

We also have several years worth data which could be useful for seeing how things of have changed 
over time.

So no plans to change collecting that data.

You get used to what it provides.

* You get bored looking at the same chart. (consider hedgehog)

* It get’s to the baseline of what is expected.

* Aggregated data.


* You have to know in advance what you want to see.

* But was unable to experiment to find out what I wanted.


But also trying to find out what was possible.
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• Time Travel.
• Nice looking charts.
• Low complexity.
• Low hardware requirements.

Extra Requirements
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Time Travel

* On at least one week of raw data to apply new analystics to.

Nice looking charts. (ties and credit cards)

* There are many powerful nice looking chart engines.

Low Complexity

* This was a project started in my spare time,

* Needed to be easy setup.

* Easy to maintain.

Needed to be light on hardware requirements, spare hardware.
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Dashboard Charts.
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DNS Clients.
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Avg Requests for Client.

* Numbers of requests seen by IP address (1 minute Agg)


* Not shown nxdomain and noerror.

* Not by site, too big.


* Client Source Port Randomisation.

* Requests by Client Port, by site.


* Remaining TTL on IP packets when they hit the Nameserver.

* Unique ASN’s seen per second.
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DNS Queries.
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* RR Types in Queries.

* RR types with more than 5 QPS.


* Flags in Queries.

* Per second flag counts.


* Less Popular RR types.

* RR types, excluding the top 13 RRs.


* opcodes in queries.

* Per second counts of Opcodes.
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DNS Replies.
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* RR Types in replies.

* Should match what is in Queries…


* Reply Codes

* Count of Reply Code per second.


* Flags on Replies.

* Same features as queries.


* Site Latency.

* Show 95th + and - 5 percentile

* Show 50th + and - 5 percentile

* Reply time per site.
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DNS Volumes.
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* Site Traffic

* Just QPS per site.


* Average Query Name Length

* The length of the domain name queries average.


* Reply Size Heat Map

* Most of the action is around 600bytes and 200 bytes.


* Average Reply Size.

* Average response size.
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World Map.
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* World map.

* Black for a more tactical look.


* Top ASN’s.

* Top 6 ASN’s
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Tooling
Clickhouse
Grafana
PacketQ
Parallel
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•If you can use xargs, you can use parallel.
•Also see SEM(1).
•Great for using all those cores.
• License appeasement.

• By O. Tange (2011),
• ;login: The USENIX Magazine
• February 2011:42-47

parallel
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My case I can just pipe it a list of PCAP files, or CSV files and run operations in parallel on them.

SEM could be used for cronjobs, or inode notified jobs (incron).

Sem runs a command up to a max numbers of times, independently, queues up the rest.

Comes in all good distros.
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• Run SQL over pcap files.
• Fast-ish.
• Supports gzip’d pcaps

PacketQ
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So for my work flow, I’m just selecting * from dns and outputting to CSV format.

* Faster than perl or python (about 100,000 rows per second)

* But you are paying the cost of a “table scan” for every query

* reparsing the same data structures over again.

Thank you IIS The Internet Foundation in Sweden, and of course Jerry from OARC.
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Grafana
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https://grafana.com/plugins/vertamedia-clickhouse-datasource

* Tons of supported backends.

* Plugin for connecting Grafana to Clickhouse by VertaMedia.

* Allows you to write SQL and have it charted.
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• Column store database.
• Designed for speed & ease of use.
• SQL Frontend.
• HTTP(S) API (JSON).
• Cloudflare are using it for their platform.
• Scalable.

ClickHouse
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* Saw an interesting presentation from Cloudflare (Martin Levy) about using Clickhouse.

* They claimed 9 servers for 1 million events per second, which with some math means I might be able 
to manage our data on one server.

* Grafana talks to the HTTP API, Can do it directly from the browser.

* Yandex has a cluster of 400 servers with petabytes of data.
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• No UPDATE or DELETE*
• Translated documentation.
• No indexes, other than sort order*.
• All workings must fit in RAM*.
• Prefers batch inserts, 
• ~ once a second.
• > 10,000 rows in a batch.

ClickHouse: The Bad
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* UPDATE and DELETE are coming in 2018.

* Translated documentation can be a little brief sometimes.

* The first column on their primary storage tables engines, must be date.


* others don’t matter, like Log or Memory.

* By workings generally that means the accumulated results.

* Batch inserts can be massaged with buffer tables.
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• Easy to setup.
• Well documented.
• Lots of analytical functions.
• Under active development.
• Easy clustering (with Zookeeper).
• Configurable sharding.
• Write one, read from many.

• Mirrored Data.
• Write all, read from one.

ClickHouse: The Good.
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* Packages are available for Ubuntu, Docker images, also on Github.

* Documentation is good, due to brutal performance there are very few knobs, thus documentation is 

short and easy.

* Plenty of analytics functions, data series Pearson correlation for example.

* Can do lambdas on cells.

* Clustering flexible and easy (replication and sharding).

* For sharding you can create the shard on any column;


* userid, source IP address.

* Also with mirrored data it’ll attempt data locality.

* Aero dynamic edges for speed, that may just look like sharp edges.
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Pearson Correlation?
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Quantiles?
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Also they just added the ability to load neural network models generated by CatBoost.
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WARNING:
STRAW-MAN AHEAD.
Sorry.
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My point is not to compare two totally tuned software packages, but to compare the concepts.
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Column vs Row database.
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≠

Columnar vs Row

* Columnar is about processing large sequences of data.

* Row is for pulling individual needles from a haystack.

Requirements Logging vs Database,

* We are only logging things that have happened so we don’t have to worry about race conditions 
around rows.

* Write only data, it may be added to (back filled data), but never changed.

* Temporally sensitive, accessing the data by time in sequential blocks.

* This means it’s easy to throw in a sorted table, then a little later merge the tables together into one big 

sorted table.

* Sequencally sorted data compresses extremely well.
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ClickHouse: The Faster
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Postgres

ClickHouse

The tables are about as equal as I could make them.

* Postgres has bools (though it’s an 8 bit bool???).

* ClickHouse has unsigned integers.

133 seconds vs 4.2 seconds.
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ClickHouse: The Faster
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Postgres

ClickHouse

2mins vs 4 secs.

240,000,000 rows vs 4,160,000,000 rows

575 times faster assuming Postgres scales linearly.

17.3 times as rows.

133*17.3=2300

38mins in Postgres.

Postgres same speed, with or without index.
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ClickHouse: The Faster
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* Even more contrived

* The latest revision of the ClickHouse database. Optimised.

* 121 times as many rows.

* Postgres 112 seconds 240 million rows.

* ClickHouse 128 second 29.17 billions rows.

* BUT,


* Clickhouse does very little optimisation, it’s up to you.

* If you try to use it like an OLTP then performance will be poor.


* Not selecting by time forces a full scan.

* select all columns is bad, just query for what you need.
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• One of the performance helpers is size.

ClickHouse: The Faster
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• 240,000,000 rows vs 4,160,000,000 rows

* Double the size for seventeen times as many rows.

* LZ4 through to disk, ZSTD is an experimental feature.

* Increases performance by reducing I/O bottle necks.

* Frees up need for super fast disks.

* Also frees up space for more history.
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Data Acquisition
Let’s get some data.

�26
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Data Acquisition
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* The physical location of the data.

* Captured with dnscap, though that’ll change.

* It’s just shuffled about with rsync.

* Once transformed, then stored in ClickHouse.
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Data Acquisition
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* Short history of pcaps files are stored.

* Pcaps are then converted to CSV files.


* 19G of PCAPS becomes

* 6.7G of gzip’ed PCAPS.

* 14G of csv files.

* 2.4G of gzip’ed csv files. 1/8 of the size.

* gzip -9 only gives an additional 0.4%.


* Take aways;

* Transformations can be at any point.

* Push it to the edge to scale.
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pcap

Data transformations

CSV

packetq -s “select * from dns”

Temp Table

Final Table

cat file.csv | clickhouse-client -q "INSERT INTO $TABLE_NAME FORMAT CSV"

cat transform_ingress.sql | clickhouse-client -n

CSV

prematch_query_answer.pl

Data Acquisition
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* I realise I wanted to be able to match requests up with queries.

* Wrote some Perl to match the queries to responses.

* This allowed timing information, matched reply codes to client flags.

* Halved the number of rows in the database, ClickHouse was 30% smaller.


* Also started packing flags into bitfields.

* Sadly it’s SUPER SLOW needs a rewrite to python, or something trendy and fast.
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• One days data from one name server.
• 60 millions rows.
• No worries.

• Nine days of data from one name server.
• 500 million rows.
• Performance issues.

Initial Exploration
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* From here I was just generating charts directly off the packet tables.

* Made a mistake with views.


* dictionary to translate numeric codes to text representations.

* Which lead to views on table to translate columns.


* satisfies the sub-query first then selects for time window.

* Fast enough for one chart on the page, but with twelve charts much slower.
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Test platform.
Limitations.
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The next challenge was the test platform limitations.

* Performance was fine on the first test platform.

* Wanted to scale it up and test it out.


* Try storing months of data.
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Test platform.

�32

The test platform was a 2012 Mac Mini.

* i7 quad core.

* 16 Gigs of RAM.

* ZFS on an external USB disk.

* Inside an LXD container.

I left the new graphs somewhere the Boss could see.

Budget approved.
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NEW Test platform.
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IBM x3550 M4 scrounged,

* Dual 6 core CPUs. (3)

* 96 Gigs of RAM. (6)

* 4 x New 2TB 7.2K disks (ZFS data pool).

* 2 x Old 149GB 10K disks (for booting).

* 2 x Stolen 128G SSDs for L2ARC.

Approximately 5 years old, rotated out.
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• Version 4 of the database.
• 1.9TBs of CSV files.
• 1.4TBs of ClickHouse database.

Where are we now.
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• Waiting on hardware for production.
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You said something ‘bout 
analytics.

�35
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Example Process
Biggest users?
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10 rows in set. Elapsed: 54.381 sec. Processed 6.54 billion rows, 25.85 GB (120.20 million rows/s., 
475.36 MB/s.) 
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Example Process
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SELECT 
    dictGetUInt32('asn_map', 'asn', tuple(client_addr)) AS client_asn, 
    trunc((countIf(answer_code = 3) / total) * 100, 2) AS nx_percent, 
    trunc((countIf(answer_code = 0) / total) * 100, 2) AS ok_percent, 
    count() AS total
FROM tx_v4 
WHERE eventdate > (today() - 7)
GROUP BY client_asn
HAVING total > 1000000
ORDER BY total DESC
LIMIT 10

10 rows in set. Elapsed: 54.381 sec. Processed 6.54 billion rows, 25.85 GB (120.20 million rows/s., 
475.36 MB/s.) 

FYI, biggest user is approximate 20% of traffic, 100th biggest is 1/250
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Example Process
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ASN NX % OK %
15169 82.63 17.36
16509 13.03 86.95
14061 79.95 20.04
14618 3.05 96.94
12714 0 99.99
51747 99.5 0.38
8075 3.97 95.97
42708 99.24 0.75
62567 74.47 25.52
200130 77.62 22.37

10 rows in set. Elapsed: 54.381 sec. Processed 6.54 billion rows, 25.85 GB (120.20 million rows/s., 
475.36 MB/s.) 

Distracted by ASNs 51747 and 12714.
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Example Process
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ASN NX % OK % Unique (%) Clients
15169 82.63 17.36 8.24 11015
16509 13.03 86.95 12.24 6891
14061 79.95 20.04 62.41 4217
14618 3.05 96.94 3.69 3913
12714 0 99.99 0.03 320
51747 99.5 0.38 94.12 94
8075 3.97 95.97 2.46 5246
42708 99.24 0.75 94.4 314
62567 74.47 25.52 49.79 564
200130 77.62 22.37 56.92 635

10 rows in set. Elapsed: 201.703 sec. Processed 6.53 billion rows, 100.59 GB (32.40 million rows/s., 
498.71 MB/s.) 

ASN 12714

* 30 queries per minute on average over 300 hosts.

* Appears to be actual hosts it’s looking up with no caching (mostly dns.net.nz)

* DNSKEY requests, validation?

ASN 51747

* Over approximately 100 hosts. 0.5% OK

* Traffic is evenly spread over 90% of the hosts.

* Couple of hosts with 100% OK.
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Flag Combos
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What about combinations of flags that are in use?
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MX && RD queries
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Asked if I could chart MX + RD to see if we could spot spambots. 
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RD queries
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Added some variations, geographic and number of unique sources.
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New popularity.
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On the 8th of September verifying CAA records became mandatory for CAs. RFC 6844.

https://www.entrustdatacard.com/blog/2017/march/new-mandatory-caa-checking-on-the-horizon
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ASN hops to client
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Amount of traffic by the number of ASNs away it is sourced from.
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Configuration Validation.
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Can be used for verifying the performance implications of configuration changes.

The above was when Bind was limited to less CPUs.

IMHO it’s better than just throughput testing.
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Inter-site Variation 
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Sometimes it’s useful to know what the right questions are.
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The logarithmic percentile histogram
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Shameless stolen from PowerDNS’s blog

Sorry if I got this wrong Mr Bert Hubert.

Latency in microseconds.
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The logarithmic percentile histogram
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Shameless stolen from PowerDNS’s blog

Even take a shot at charting it.


SELECT  
    site, 
    bar(log2(quantile(0.999999)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `0.0001 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.99999)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `0.001 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.9999)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `0.01 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.999)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `0.1 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.99)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `1 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.9)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `10 graph`,  
    bar(log2(quantile(0.001)(answer_time - query_time) * 1000000), 0, 16, 16) AS `100 graph` 
FROM tx_v4  
WHERE (server_ttl != 0) AND (answer_time != query_time) AND (eventdate > (today() - 7)) 
GROUP BY site 
ORDER BY site ASC; 
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The logarithmic percentile histogram
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Shameless stolen from PowerDNS’s blog

It makes it easy to get carried away.

Response time by Query Type and Response Code.
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So?
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So very powerful tools.

Easy to setup.

No re-inventing the wheel.

ASN by distance.
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Installation Process.
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# Add sources
$ echo “deb https://packagecloud.io/grafana/stable/debian/ jessie main” > \
$    /etc/apt/sources.list.d/grafana.list
$ echo “deb http://repo.yandex.ru/clickhouse/xenial stable main” > \
$    /etc/apt/sources.list.d/clickhouse.list

# Add keys
$ sudo apt-key adv --keyserver keyserver.ubuntu.com --recv E0C56BD4
$ curl https://packagecloud.io/gpg.key | sudo apt-key add -

# Update apt lists
$ apt-get update

# Install packages
$ sudo apt-get install grafana clickhouse-client clickhouse-server-common

# Install datasource plugin.
$ grafana-cli plugins install vertamedia-clickhouse-datasource
# Then restart grafana
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